Surrey Independent Advisers Ltd / TA Evergreen Insurance Services
Dairy Courtyard, 152-154 Ewell Road, Surbiton, Surrey, KT6 6HE. Tel:
020 8335 3388 Registered in England and Wales No:2947585
Consumer Credit Number 431969

Terms of Business
Accepting our Terms of Business
By asking us to quote for, arrange or handle your insurance, you are providing your informed agreement to
these Terms of Business. We draw your particular attention to the section headed 'Use of personal data', and
specifically the paragraph explaining how 'sensitive personal data' will be used and the section headed 'Handling
Money', which explains our terms for handling money received by us. For your own benefit and protection, you
should read these terms carefully. If you are unsure about any aspect of our Terms of Business or have any
questions regarding our relationship with you, please contact us at the above address.

The Financial Conduct Authority
Surrey Independent Advisers Ltd/TA Evergreen Insurance Services is authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority (FCA). Our Financial Services register number is 228148. Our permitted business is
introducing, advising, arranging, dealing as agent and assisting in the administration & performance of general
insurance contracts. You may check on the Financial Services register by visiting the FCA website,
www.fsa.gov.uk/register/home.do or by contacting the FCA on 0800 1 116768 (Freephone).

Our Service
Our role is to advise you and, after we have assessed your needs, to make a suitable recommendation. Any
advice we give you, will be confirmed in writing in the form of a Statement of Demands and Needs. In situations
where we are able to arrange insurance for you but do not offer advice, we shall confirm the position to you in
writing.
We select personal and commercial insurances from a range of insurers after we have carried out a 'fair
analysis' of the market in order to identify a suitable product. This means that we have compared products from
a sufficiently large range of insurance providers in terms of cover, price, quality of service & other relevant
features in order to select appropriate policies for you.
We deal direct with insurers in the majority of cases but occasionally we use specialised schemes only available
through a single insurer/limited number of insurers or other intermediaries. We will give you further information
about this before we finalise your insurance arrangements. You can ask us at any time for a list of insurers we
use.

Insurer Solvency
Whilst we will endeavour to place business with insurers who demonstrate an adequate level of financial
solvency, and although their regulator requires them to maintain a minimum level of capital, we cannot
guarantee the solvency of any insurer.
We will not in any circumstances act as an insurer nor guarantee or warrant the solvency of any
insurer or underwriter.

Handling Client Money
We act as agents of the insurer in collecting premiums & handling refunds due to clients as well as the transfer
of claim monies. Such monies are deemed to be held by the insurer(s) with which your insurance is arranged.

For the purpose of some transactions, client money may pass through other authorised intermediaries before
being paid to the insurer.

Payment for our services
You will receive a quotation which will tell you the total price to be paid, and which identifies any fees, taxes and
charges separately from the premium, before your insurance arrangements are concluded.
We normally receive commission from insurers or product providers. You are entitled, at any time, to request
information regarding any commission which we may have received as a result of placing your insurance
business.
We also charge you for handling your insurances as follows:
New policy arrangement for personal insurance
£15.00
New policy arrangement for commercial insurance

£50.00

Mid-term Adjustments & Cancellations:
£15.00
For Cancellations and adjustments resulting in a premium refund, we will also deduct the following
percentages from the refund:
Motor - 15%, Home - 20%, Commercial - 25 %
Cheques returned unpaid:
£30.00
Payment by Credit Card & Business Debit Card: 2% of the amount to be paid
Issuing duplicate documentation
£10.00
Copies of personal data we hold about you
£10.00 per request.
We also draw your attention to the sections 'Cancellation of Insurances' and 'Ending your
relationship with us'.

Optional Additional Covers
Family Legal Protection cover is available on Home Insurance at a cost of £20.00 which includes insurance
premium tax (IPT) at 12%. Motorists Legal Protection is available on all motor policies, this is a full accident
management service at a cost of £30.00 inclusive of Insurance Premium Tax at 12%.
Keycare cover is also available at a cost of £19.99 inclusive of IPT at 12%,
If available these covers are included in our quotations but can be deleted if not
required.

Finance/Credit Agreements
You may be able 10 spread your payments through a credit scheme that we have arranged with a third-party
finance provider. We will give you full int0rmation about payment options when we discuss your insurance
requirements. Please note that this is a Finance Agreement between you as the policyholder and Premium
Credit Limited, and is separate to the insurance policy. As this is in effect a loan for the initial premium, this
agreement MUST NOT be cancelled until this has been fully repaid to the Finance Company, even if your
Insurance Policy has been cancelled. If any payment due in respect of the credit agreement you enter into with
Premium Credit Limited (PCL), is not met when presented tor payment, or if you end the agreement with PCL,
we will be informed of such events by PCL. If you do not make other arrangements with us to pay the insurance
premiums, you acknowledge and agree that we may, at any time after being so informed, instruct on your behalf
the relevant insurer to cancel the insurance and to collect any refunds of premiums which may be made by the
insurer. If any money is owed you must pay it to PCL, or if PCL have debited us with the amount outstanding we
will use it to offset our costs. You will be responsible for paying any time on risk charge that is outstanding.

Important Information Relating to Renewal of Policies
Prior to the expiry of your policy where we will be inviting a renewal we will endeavour to send you details of the
cost and terms to renew your policy. In order to protect your interests relating to the risk/property you have
insured, and in the event that we do not receive your instructions and payment prior to the date of renewal, we
reserve the right (but shall have no obligation) to renew your policy and (in the case of direct debit/instalment
payments) to continue to accept payments from you unless and until you specifically notify us in writing that you
wish to cancel your policy. In circumstances where we have assumed (in the absence of instructions to the
contrary) the renewal is required you may be liable to make payment to us/or your insurance company. Please
also note that any renewal of insurance will be made in accordance with the information provided by you in
connection with your previous policy, which we will assume remains correct unless you tell us otherwise.

Your Responsibilities

You are responsible for answering any questions or assumptions you may agree to honestly and to the best of
your knowledge, providing the complete and accurate information which insurers require in connection with any
proposal for insurance cover. This is particularly important before taking out a policy but also at renewal or if you
make a midterm amendment to your policy. If you are a commercial customer, please be reminded you are
responsible for providing the complete and accurate information which Insurers require at inception, renewal and
throughout the life of a policy.
If you fail to disclose information, or misrepresent any fact which may influence the insurer's decision to accept
the risk or terms offered, this could invalidate the policy and mean that claims may not be paid. You must check
all details on any proposal form or statement of facts and pay particular attention to any declaration you may be
asked to sign. It is important that you read all insurance documents issued to you and ensure that you are aware
of the cover, limits and other terms that apply. Particular attention must be paid to any warranties and conditions
as failure to comply with them could invalidate your policy.
You must inform us immediately of any changes in circumstances which may affect the services provided by us
or the cover provided by your policy. If you are unsure about any matter, please contact us for guidance.

Use of personal data
In your dealings with us you may provide us with information that may include data that is known as personal
data. Where we process personal data we comply with statutory data processing requirements as set out by the
Data Protection Act 2018. The personal data we will collect will include information relating to your name,
address, date of birth, contact details and ‘health’ or ‘criminal offences’
We will process your personal data to allow us to provide you with our services as your insurance broker in
quoting for, arranging and administering your insurances (and in arranging insurance premium finance where
applicable). Your personal data will also be used to manage future communications between ourselves. Where
you have agreed, or in circumstances where to do so will be in our mutual interests, your personal data will be
used to provide you with further information about our wider products and services. You can opt out from
receiving such communications by e-mailing enquires@evergreeninsuranceservices.co.uk
In processing personal data for insurance purposes about health or criminal offences, we will only do so to
enable us to provide our service to you and on the basis of it being in the public interest.
We will only use your data for the purpose for which it was collected. We will only grant access to or share your
data within our firm or other firms associated with us, with other authorised third parties and product and service
providers such as insurers and premium finance providers where we are entitled to do so by law under lawful
data processing.
The Data Protection Act 2018 provides you with Access Rights that allow you to gain an understanding on the
data being processed, who we share it with, for what purpose, why we need to retain it and retention periods, to
object to the processing and to place restrictions on the processing, to request copies of your data and to request
the deletion of your data.
If you require further information on how we process your data or you wish to exercise your rights, please contact
our data privacy representative by emailing Lynne.m@siagroupltd.com or by writing to Evergreen Insurance
Services, 152-154 Ewell Road, Surbiton, Surrey, KT6 6HE or by 020 3372 2160. How we process your personal
data is detailed further within our Privacy Notice.

Conflict of Interests
Occasions can arise where one of our associate companies, clients or product providers may have potential
conflict of interest with business being transacted for you. If this happens, and we become aware that a potential
conflict exists, we will write to you and obtain your consent before we carry out your instructions and we will
detail the steps we will take to ensure fair treatment.

Claim handling arrangements
You can make a claim under any policy we arrange on your behalf by contacting our office. Alternatively, you can
telephone your insurers if they provide a claims help line. Details of any such help lines will be included in your
policy documentation. You will be advised if you need to complete a claim form or produce documentation to
support your claim.

It is essential that any claim or incident which may give rise to a claim is reported to us or your insurers as
quickly as possible. In certain circumstances, late notification may result in your claim being rejected.
If a claim involves damage to your property, please do not:
Dispose of damaged items and/or
Authorise repair work (except in an emergency or to prevent further damage) until we, or your insurers
advise that you can.

Cancellation
You will find full details of your cancellation rights, and any related charges which may be levied, in the policy
documentation. In general, retail customers (as defined by FSA) have 14 days to cancel their policy with effect
from the later of: (a) the day they receive full terms and conditions of their policy, or; (b) the day the policy is sold
- but in either case this usually does not apply to policies of less than one month's duration, or single-trip travel
policies. Please note that the above is by way of general guidance only - cancellation rights vary and you must
make specific reference to your policy documentation if you are considering cancelling your policy. To exercise
your right of cancellation, you should contact us in writing within the time limits set out in your policy
documentation.
Cooling off Period: If you are a retail customer and you exercise your right to cancel your policy within the 14
day cancellation period you will be charged for the period during which you were temporarily covered, and other
charges may be applied to cover the insurer's and our costs in arranging the cancelled policy. Where
cancellation occurs in any other circumstances (such as after the expiry of the 14-day cancellation period if
you are a retail customer or at any time for all other types of customer and policies), we reserve the right to
charge you for the commission we would have received had the policy remained in force the full term, together
with any fee we may have charged when we sold or renewed your policy.

Credit or Instalment Cases
Where a claim has occurred under the policy no return of premium is usually due. If you are paying by
instalments, you are liable for the whole of the loan even if your policy is cancelled. You should not stop your
monthly payments without speaking to us first. If your credit agreement is cancelled for any reason, by agreeing
to place business with us you authorise us to cancel your insurance policy on your behalf.

Defaults
We will debit monies from any debit or credit card details that we hold on file if you default on any payments.
Failure to pay an outstanding debt may result in cancellation of your policy and will result in legal action being
taken out to recover any outstanding balance. This also applies to any outstanding balance in respect of any
finance you may have taken out. Defaulting on your loan could result in your policy being cancelled and leave
you still liable for the outstanding loan.

Our right to set off monies you owe us
We shall be entitled (but not obliged) without notice to you to set off any amounts due to us from you against any
amounts which we may receive on your behalf (such as claims monies, refunded premiums and other sums).

Ending your relationship with us
Subject to your immediate settlement of any outstanding premium and fees, you may instruct us to stop acting
for you. Your instructions must be given in writing (email is acceptable) and will take effect from the date of
receipt.
In circumstances where we feel we cannot continue providing services to you, we will give you a minimum of 7
days’ notice.
Unless otherwise agreed in writing, if our relationship ends, any transactions previously initiated will be
completed according to these Terms of Business. You will be liable to pay for any transactions, together with all
fees charged by us for services provided.

Complaints and compensation
We aim to provide you with a high level of customer service at all times, but if you are not satisfied, please
contact us in writing to Lynne Mason, Surrey Independent Advisers Ltd (Complaint Dept), Dairy Courtyard, 152154 Ewell Road, Surbiton, Surrey, KT6 6HE, or by phone to 020 8335 3388.
When dealing with your complaint, we will follow our complaint handling procedures; a summary of these
procedures is available on request. If you are still not satisfied, you may be entitled to refer the matter to the

Financial Ombudsman Service (FOS). Access to the FOS is available for complainants coming within one of the
following categories at the time we receive their complaint:
Consumers (eg private individuals)
Businesses employing fewer than 10 persons and with a turnover or annual balance sheet total not
exceeding 2 million Euros.
Charities with an annual income of under £l million
Trustees of a trust with a net asset value of under £l million
We are covered by the Financial Services Compensation Scheme (FSCS). You may be entitled to compensation
from the scheme if we cannot meet our obligations. This depends on the type of business and the circumstances
of the claim. Insurance advising and arranging is covered 90% of the claim without any upper limit. For
compulsory classes of insurance (such as Third Party Motor or Employers Liability) advising and arranging is
covered for 100% of the claim, without any upper limit. Further information about compensation scheme
arrangements is available from FSCS on 0800 6781100 (Freephone) or 020 7741 4100 or www.fscs.org.uk Law
and Jurisdiction
This Terms of Business agreement sets out the terms of our relationship with you and is governed by and
construed in accordance with English Law and any dispute arising under it shall be subject to the exclusive
jurisdiction of the English Courts.
Unless otherwise agreed between us in writing no terms of this agreement is enforceable under the contracts
(Rights of Third parties) Act 1999.
For the avoidance of doubt the limit of the Company's liability will be limited to £l,000,000 in any one
circumstance.
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